SUMMARY FOR AWARDS BROCHURE AND NARRATIVE

USS TENNESSEE has consistently met and exceeded all requirements of the Navy’s Environmental and Hazardous Material Programs. Over the past two fiscal years, the ship has conducted six strategic deterrent patrols and subsequent upkeep periods. The Environmental Awareness and HAZMAT Programs have command level attention and focus. An intense training program and rigorous self-assessment program have yielded an atmosphere where the entire crew supports the mission of Environmental Awareness and sound environmental stewardship. Specific accomplishments include:

- The ship was assessed as AT or ABOVE STANDARDS during the previous four TYCOM-directed Supply Management Inspection with AT or ABOVE STANDARDS evaluation in Atmosphere Contaminant Material in each inspection.

- The Ship was assessed as ABOVE STANDARDS during the most recent Naval Safety Center Survey in October 2017.

- Conducted over 1,500 man-hours of environmental awareness training for the entire crew to maximize crew attention and awareness.

- Successfully offloaded thousands of pounds of hazardous waste with zero environmental deficiencies during six refit periods.